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Digitalization is omnipresent
and has a fundamental
impact on the world.
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and industries. The reasons for these eﬀects are diverse and
contextual, so just as there is not one simple discussion to
have about Digitalization there is not one silver bullet either.
Companies are facing multi-dimensional change. Rigid value
chains are becoming obsolete. The challenges are immense.
In this article I would like to share some experiences with you
on how to succeed in this perfect storm.
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I am an entrepreneur at heart, with over 25 years
experienced across a range of industries. My passion
remains in music, computers, design, cars, technology
and predictive analysis in the virtual domain.
In a world where everything becomes data I am
motivated by the emotional experience of products.
I believe this sensation is the ultimate goal that
innovation, technology and product styling shall be
serving. I am thrilled by the progression in machine
learning and the continuing trend of connected devices.
Beyond the hype these major technology leaps are
opening up a new dimension of user immersion. To
me it is a privilege to contribute to this transformation
right from the center of technology, collaborating
with colleagues around the globe every day in the
Consumer, Professional and Automotive industries.

Armin Prommersberger
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Terminology: Digitization,
Digitalization and more

Each one of these overused terms
describes a certain phase on the journey
ahead of the Automotive industry.
Here are some basic definitions to make
sure we understand each other.
Digitization is the phase when analog elements get
replaced by their digital versions.
In Automotive a good example is “drive by wire” where
a physical steering column gets replaced by a system
based on digital signals that now controls where the
car is steering towards. There is no more direct physical
connection between the steering wheel and the front
wheels. This phase does not require a whole industry or
company to change its ways.
Digitization is mainly driven by the desire to further
improve an existing functionality when the traditional
solutions have reached saturation. Digitization can be
a very isolated phenomenon or singular event, thus can
also be project-like in nature.
Digitalization is the phase when an entity redefines itself
holistically going from a physical or hardware centric
model to a software driven approach leveraging digital
means. Digitalization is more like a concept that tries to
answer questions fundamental to an entity’s purpose.
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QUESTIONS LIKE

Who do we need or want to be in a
future that seems to be drastically
diﬀerent than today?
How will we create revenue in such an
environment?
What will our future products look like?
Are we ready for this?
Do we need to become a Digital
company at all besides the hype factor?
How can we use digital means and
data to create value?

One success factor of companies on top of the
Digitalization in their sectors is that they have the skill
and vision to take Digitized elements, see the bigger
opportunities on a system level and can convert it into
a clear target for their organization to move towards.
One company that has managed to master already
various Digitalization cycles is Disney.
Digital Transformation is the process encompassing
the journey from Digitization to Digitalization. It is
actually more a change process than anything else
and will deal mainly with psychological aspects of an
organization going through a tectonic shift first. In this
phase new business models are developed, new ways
of working are established, fundamental processes are
replaced, and people are trained. The transformation
will be executed in phases as it will eventually aﬀect
the whole company. It is a journey that will need
adjustment along the way, it requires resilience,
courage and speed. It must become a movement that
everyone joins as otherwise you run the major risk of
introducing latest tools and methods while the previous
culture and traditional ways of working prevail and thus
render the Digital Transformation eﬀorts obsolete.

Digital Disruption means a radical change event that
can be triggered internally or externally.
Internal: Some argue Digital Transformation does not
work, as it takes too long due to the involved emotional
dynamics of change. Instead of time-consuming
transformation roll outs there is an alternative model for
instantaneous change, embracing the risk of breaking
things on large scale for the potential payback of a quick
adoption. There is merit in this approach, yet its probability
of success depends on specifc boundary conditions that
need to be conformed upfront to minimize the risk. It
also requires a huge amount of autonomy in decision
making across all stakeholder categories.
External: Digital Disruption can also be a forced event
from the outside like a new entrant into a mature
market, whose approach is so diﬀerent but promising
that it forces instant adjustment of the incumbents to
remain relevant. One prominent late example is the rise
of the smartphone and the resulting obsolescence of the
previous dominant category of feature phones and the
former market leaders. In industries with long product
cycles the impact felt at scale comes with a certain
latency which portrays an inadequate feeling of stability.
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Learnings from the past:
Digitalization revisited
Here goes some examples of Digitalization experienced in
the global technology industry over the past 3 decades.

Graphic Design

Professional Audio, Music and Cinema

My personal first large scale Digital Transformation that
I experienced from its center was in 1990 in the graphic
design industry when Mac and Photoshop took over
and empowered millions of people doing in front of a
screen what skilled graphic artists did before with pens,
brushes and knives for a living. I have many friends in
the creative industries and had to witness the rug being
pulled from below their feet literally over night.

The PRO Audio industry was following heel with the
Yamaha 02r digital console and innovative sequencer
software enabling total recall studios at scale, eating
analog music production alive. This Digitization then
sped up the production process for all of us which led
to a full-scale Digitalization of the Music industry in
being able to produce much more releases for way less
money in shorter time. Same happened to TV & movie
production, enabling unparalleled visual experiences
and storytelling.
The interesting parallel here is that the old business
models were personnel heavy and due to their rigid
production processes had very clear glass ceilings in
regard to scalability.

Automotive Infotainment and
Portable Devices

Mobile, Smart and the Cloud

In the late 90s printed foldable maps gave way to
onboard GPS systems, phones transformed from a
stationary appliance to an omnipresent portable device
and computers became the center of productivity. It
were actually the consumer electronics companies that
were pushing the envelope with the dominant industryOEMs lagging behind for years.

One prominent example even in actual MBA courses
is the change from the mobile phone to smartphones,
eradicating the dominant players in less than a decade.
We all are living through the moment when cables
get replaced by wireless technologies. Everything is
getting connected, streaming content is replacing
physical media and social networks are transforming
human interaction.

The parallel in these examples is that today the ones
that owned these revolutions are hardly of relevance
any longer. One of my companies was a strong partner
to Clarion and JVC in the 90’s and together with Alpine
there was no OEM infotainment system that could
compete with what the aftermarket oﬀered. Fast
forward to today and infotainment aftermarket is an
afterthought at best. The Automotive industry did
a good job introducing a level of complexity in their
systems that outpaced the capabilities of the ones
that formerly revolutionized this market.
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While there are many more examples, the common
theme is the rapid pace of change witnessed across
industries. Like avalanches they moved from their
established state to Digitization to Digitalization
to an all new order with continuous transformation
at its core. What in the beginning took decades to
manifest is now happening in few years. And each
of these industries is still evolving at an ever-increasing
speed. One thing is for sure: Digitalization really is no
new topic.
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Automotive Rebooted:
Digitalization on wheels
Let’s leave the often very superficial sphere of the Digital Transformation
discussion for a moment and dig into the Automotive industry and its
attempt to master the 21 century.

The status quo
The Automotive industry is still one of today’s largest
global economic sectors, yet traditional Automotive is
under siege: Digitalization will be the extinction level
event for many traditional players, OEMs and suppliers.
The incumbents are struggling to embrace the
fundamental changes fast enough while Digitalization
is coincidently the genesis of a new breed of companies,
set out to replace today’s global leaders and admired
brands. Against all protective measures and denial
from traditional players we can observe a lowering of
the barrier of entry into this carefully guarded business
on the mechanical side through electrification of the
powertrain. At the same time new entrants are raising
all new bars in the digital domain.
These are the moments when you can easily feel
most scared and most alive at the same time. When
established ways collide with radically diﬀerent
approaches, when technological shifts do not only
provide incremental functionality but completely
diﬀerent experiences, eventually leading to a change of
user behavior. When global market leaders, companies
of formerly incomprehensible size and wealth cease
even though they were generally believed to be too
big to fail like or like Stephen Elop framed it once:

Tesla’s market cap surpassing the combined market
cap of GM and Ford in January 2020 is a testimony to
the technology shifts in the Automotive industry.
It seems that the Automotive industry has no clear
definition of its Digitalization yet. Is it new business
models like ride-hailing and the related enablers like
the logistic software systems and autonomous driving
functionality? Or services as new income streams that
require the car to act merely like a host device, similar
to what the mobile phone became where the apps
actually define the functionality. Is it new propulsion
technologies? How can we get young customers
excited again for the product “car”? Do we have to
become a mobility industry rather than a product and
manufacturing sector? This list is as long as the number
of people you ask for their opinion. It is obvious that the
situation is highly complex.
But why is it so hard to answer? Various forms of
debt seem to be the answer. Automotive is a
centennial industry nonetheless!

We didn’t do anything wrong,
but somehow we lost
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Technical and behavioral debt
Let me frame a few underlying assumptions. You might
not agree completely but you will better understand the
conclusions later on:
>>

Automotive as an industry is mature and saturated.

>>

Automotive business models of today define
success mainly as “cars sold”, which per se has
already a natural glass ceiling.

>>

Most of the cognitive load of a traditional Automotive
company is spent on defending its position and
conquering market share from competitors. It bears
all the signs of a displacement market.

>>

It is an industry that perfected the art of
incremental evolution. This happened in parts also
as a defense mechanism: to become a relevant
player in this industry the barrier of entry was really
high during the past decades.

>>

Traditional Automotive players come from building
machines and being hardware centric.

>>

Automotive is not an intrinsically collaborative
industry but competitive.

>>

Automotive is really good at breaking down
product into hardware plus process components
and identifying the resulting Bill of Material to an
amazing accuracy.

>>

Automotive is struggling how to evaluate software.
In most cases still today even complex software
products are expected to come “for free” with the
hardware box that is hosting it

From the outside it may look like Automotive
understood that Digitalization is the theme of the
future. Connectivity, Autonomous, Intelligent, Agile…
using these buzz words is how Automotive companies
disguise themselves. Most companies tout Digital
Transformation as their focus at conventions and in
media everywhere, yet, in my opinion the goals of the
digital transformation are not clear to all OEMs and
suppliers. The path is not yet comprehensible or has not
been clearly communicated. Let’s have a look at some
of the most important elements to embrace and most
prominent misunderstandings.
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Automotive Rebooted: Digitalization on wheels

What Digitalization is NOT
Digitalization is NOT hardware vs. software
I thoroughly second Alan Kay’s words: “People who are
really serious about software should make their own
hardware.“ The companies that win are the ones that
are capable of designing platforms and products on
system level, which includes hardware and software, same
as related processes and the general user experience.

Digitalization
is not a project,
it is a mindset.

Digitalization is NOT Waterfall vs. V-model vs. Agile
In the real world you will need a deep understanding of
all relevant frameworks and methodologies to manage
your workforce to produce the desired value. Simply
forcing any Agile flavor on your workforce will not create
the desired outcome.
Here are a few misconceptions which people use
to claim their prowess in Digitalization and Digital
Transformation:

So, what is Digitalization then?
Against all the odds I think it is fair to say that in
general there is an understanding in Automotive that
Digitalization is happening. Yet the reaction how
to deal with it is very centered in trained behavior.
Most conversations boil down to pretty much
these 4 questions:

>>

We have software teams trained in Agile and are
hiring Scrum Masters.

>>

We have millions of lines of code in our cars and have
thousands of software engineers working for us.

>>

We are using Jira now.

Q1: What tools do we need to buy?

>>

Our cars have OTA.

Q2: What process do we need to implement?

>>

And the usual suspects: 5G, Autonomous, Ai,
Blockchain, SDK, Platform, Cloud, Insights and Big
Data… the list of buzzwords and misconceptions
goes on.

Nothing above checks the Digitalization box. Now all
of these can be ingredients, but no more. Think of it like
this: just because you played Solitaire on your Win95
machine does not qualify you as a professional esports
gamer today.

Q3: Who can train our software engineers in Agile?
Q4: How long will this project take?
Don’t get this wrong now but question 1 to 3 are not
relevant until you understand that the answer to question
4 is Digitalization is not a project, it is a mindset.
You do not get a requirements document that you
simply work through and magically complete your Digital
Transformation quest. At least for the next few years it will
be a continuously evolving definition in Automotive.
Now let’s talk about how we can deal with it.
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Automotive Rebooted: Digitalization on wheels

How to go from here?
Taking a holistic view of technology,
strategy and culture
Let’s agree for a moment that the transformation
must be done willingly by the whole organization as
a new mantra, and that it is not a project for the
engineering department. Then you are facing already
the unfortunate truth that we are not dealing with a
development tools upgrade or process adaption but a
full-featured change process. This means your problems
will be first and foremost dealing with the fears and
passive and active resistance towards change from your
employees. Change aversion comes in all shapes and
sizes and you will find it in all levels of the organization.
This elevates Digital Transformation to be a CEO
initiative. Period.

business segments incl. all their boundary conditions
might be so fundamentally diﬀerent that one holistic
Digitalization would jeopardize the whole corporation.
Yet such a situation does not mean you are oﬀ the
hook… it rather means you have fundamental decisions
in front of you like divesting business units or ceasing
product lines.

To have a chance for success it requires a clear
definition of the desired future state.

You will need to assess your existing team. You will find
a bell curve like distribution of a small group who will
love and fully embrace the change, a majority of team
members who will follow you as long as they can make
sense of it and there is a place for them in the future,
and then another small group that will never embrace
where you are heading. Their reasons are manifold,
from guarding their status quo to missing required soft
or hard skills to pure emotional reasons. It will show
in as many forms, from open, destructive opposition
to more sublime pushback like “This is fantastic.
It is exactly what we need to do. I fully support it.
Unfortunately we cannot use it for our actual projects,
we would put the customer projects at risk. But sure,
the next projects we will definitely do it this way.”
Here is the thing to do which I had to learn the hard
way: part ways with this last group. Do it with grace
and respect, do it in the most supportive way the
situation provides… but do it. No matter who it is. Do it.
For the better of both parties.

This also means to formally decide if your company as
a whole will benefit substantially from Digitalization.
You will need to spend relevant time to analyze your
status quo vs. your business strategy. This implies
you have a formulated strategy. If not you can start
with benchmarking new competition, customers and
companies from more progressive industries.
You also can use techniques like pre-mortems to
develop a hypothetical desirable future state. It will
be a massive endeavor so make sure it will be worth it
and do not simply follow a trend. There are boundary
conditions where I would rather recommend very
targeted and contained process or tool improvements
over a full Digital Transformation. And I have seen
situations where a formal split into independent entities
of one large company makes more sense because the

Once you have defined the desired future state it is
time to install the team that will lead this change
process, driving the organization towards it. Select
wisely. This will require unbiased talent, and it requires
broader experience than Automotive only.

A coherent team that is highly diverse in its skills and
fields of expertise but without any personal agendas
is what you want. To work with people that feel at
ease around each other and appreciate each other’s
company and collaboration is the most exhilarating
experience you can have.
Remember the questions 1 to 3, i.e. tools, processes
and methodologies? Such a team will discuss these
topics for sure with passion and diﬀerent points of view,
but they will together decide quickly and in unison for
what tools to use, what processes to implement and
what methodologies to choose. The reason is that they
do not draw their self-esteem from their individual
positions of power or departmentalized authority but
because they want to deliver together towards a bigger
goal. They want to move. A strong team does not mean
that everyone agrees to the team decision. It means
that everyone supports and embraces the final team
decision without resentment. Only one toxic person
in such a set up and you will face endless meetings
without any final decision.
That’s why I firmly believe tools, processes and
methodologies are actually the easier part once
the team is collaborative in nature, transparent in
everything they do and feels accountable as a unity.
Once this is sorted we need to establish a cadence of
face to face communication for the transformation
team to provide a safe space inside this total chaos you
will live through the first months.
Here are some more puzzle pieces for success:
>>
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Assign a strong person who is not the leader of
the transformation but its conductor to make sure
reporting and cadence are relentlessly maintained.

>>

Induce a cadence with fast iterations and recurring
team conversations to allow quick discussion and
resolution of challenges

>>

Install transparent reporting of outcome-based
backlogs right at the start. This reporting is actually not
meant as upwards reporting but for the team itself.

>>

Include key stakeholders regularly in this cadence and
reporting but do not task the team with additional
reporting or meetings. Use what the team is using.

>>

If it is a global initiative make sure the Digital
Transformation leadership team has seen all locations
and worked from each for relevant amounts of time.
This incurs travel cost but is priceless. I have seen
situations where team members were spread across
the globe but never had visited other locations. When
we started rotating the location of the quarterly
meetings the whole team dynamics change and
regional silos went away.

Now this remark is for the CEOs and Presidents
reading this article: You will need to instill discipline,
and first and foremost for yourself. If you want a
successful transformation of your company then you
cannot allow exceptions. Digitalization will aﬀect all
departments. The moment you start falling for all those
eloquent reasons why the transformation is great, but
“unfortunately it is not a good moment for my division/
department/project” you render the transformation
team powerless and you will never get there.
To be clear: there is never a good moment for such a change.
Once you have identified you fall into the “we need to
change” category then go for it with all implications, or let it
be and accept the consequences. Anything compromised in
the beginning will only get worse as you move along.
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Tools, processes, methodologies

The summary: Be Brave!

Which means now we finally get into the usual
questions if you remember Question 1 to 4.

Digitalization is a unique opportunity
to transform your company… use it!

Following are a few guidelines that have proven universal.

While many topics in this article easily translate to other
industries, there are certain aspects that are very specific
to Automotive. Here is what I think is the essence I’d
hope will help you on your own journey, and it is a good
start for a long conversation next time we meet:

>>

There is no perfect PLM tool chain. All tools
have upsides and downsides. Leave it to your
team to decide.

>>

Never try to save money by pushing hidden eﬀort
due to slower tool chains into your labor cost. For
example saving 10k USD monthly license fee due to
choosing a tool that takes 10 seconds per request
longer for something 1000 people use 100 times a
day is a really bad and expensive decision.

>>

>>

>>
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Decide for one tool per need. E.g. one global ERP tool
without regional exceptions. Make sure the same
number ranges are used so you can exchange and
understand information. Incredible amounts of time
and money are wasted by inconsistent master data.
There is no silver bullet process either. Process is
contextual with many variables to consider. It is
important that whatever process you implement it
must help people to be more eﬃcient and successful.
Think about process from an idea’s inception until the
end of use of the product. Also think about external
stakeholders like suppliers and customers when
defining your PLM process and its interfaces.
Most processes in Automotive are built for a
diﬀerent reason: to minimize failure and create
the illusion of control. This means that these
processes get bypassed regularly, and one of the
standard ways in Automotive is called taskforce
or bootcamp… these are the moments when all
processes are thrown overboard just to meet an
artificial target and everyone goes WildWildWest.
Just don’t fall for this… once there it never ends

>>

Agile is not the magic solution to your software
development issues. It is a framework. You can
misuse it as any other methodology like waterfalls,
V-models, Kanban and so on. It even comes in many
diﬀerent flavors. Use it as a tool, not as a religion.
But if you use it then be disciplined about it.

>>

All tools, processes and methodologies serve a
purpose: the purpose to support your team and all
stakeholders to be successful and create value. Adjust
your tool chain, your processes and methodologies as
you learn. Not every week though, but also don’t get
stuck in outdated ways of working.

>>

>>

>>

Have a team that supports the rest of your organization
by identifying, integrating and maintaining these
elements. E.g. one of my last organizations had a
team called “Engineering Excellence”.
Bring all your internal data sets together into one
repository. This will be hard. Everyone likes to talk
about data lakes and Ai and data mining and Big
Data. But same as with change, most departments
think only the others should contribute but their own
files are too critical for a data lake. Here we are back
to the team topic. You need team leaders that have
the intrinsic desire to collaborate. Then they will find
ways that are compliant, secure and still provide the
incredible power of one consolidated knowledge vault.
And finally: Communication, Communication,
Communication!There is infinite need for communication
on all channels to all stakeholders. Make sure your
leadership team acts as a multiplier of very clear and
precise message. This is harder than it sounds. Train them.
Involve your internal communications and HR teams and
use their experience. And never stop.

>>

>>

Digitalization is not for every company: decide about
the desired future state of your company. Then do not
hesitate to engage with full force. Don’t wait, there is
never a good moment for such holistic change.
Digitalization comes with as many opportunities
as threats and it is up to you how you look at it.
Optimal adaptation and growth prospects are
neither achieved by clinging to the traditional nor by
blind radicalization.

>>

Digitalization is a mindset, not a project. It
materializes as a constantly refined vision, a
framework for future success.

>>

Digital Transformation is a change process and not a
tools update. It requires a holistic view of technology,
strategy and culture.

>>

The goals of Digital Transformation must be clear,
the path to achieving them must be traceable, and
managers and employees must understand and
embrace the changes in their everyday lives.

>>

The foundation of a successful digital transformation
is the understanding and participation of all those
involved and aﬀected.

>>

Digitalization is a top management initiative. Your
decisions will have a significant impact either way, so
use this opportunity to inspire.

>>

Digitalization will be the extinction level event
for many traditional players that cling on their
traditional business models and ways of working
for too long. At the same time Digitalization is the
genesis of a new breed, and what is stopping your
company to be one of the winners?

>>

Digitalization is happening everywhere, so don’t
believe it won’t happen in your domain.

>>

With Digitization often being the first manifestation
of bigger changes down the road, use those early
indicators and start your transformation early.

>>

Digital Transformation success depends on your
company’s culture, and Automotive per se is a very
hierarchical, territorial and competitive culture at its
core that has not presented itself as the posterchild
of change embrace. So, accept it will be hard. It will
be rewarding in the end.

All of the topics addressed here come from
personal experience in diﬀerent settings and industries.
I have worked through all degrees of failure and
success. Yet it does not mean these experiences are
absolute. You might have made diﬀerent ones and
I only can encourage you to share them. Sharing
and collaboration are at the core of Digitalization and
some industries embrace this much easier than others.
I recommend using forums like PLMx as opportunities
to share, absorb and engage, also beyond your
industry’s boundaries.
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